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LAWBOLD. No 4 Nurudeen Street, Anifowose, Ikeja, Lagos. 
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July 28, 2021 
 
ALL AVOCATS FOR CHIEF SUNDAY ADEYEMO IGBOHO 
Cotonou,  
Republic of Benin 
 
Dear Avocats, 
 
COORDINATION OF LEGAL WORKS FOR CHIEF SUNDAY ADEYEMO (SUNDAY OGBOHO). 
 
Based on observed lapses and need for coordinated approach to the legal representation and defence for Chief Sunday 
Adeyemo Igboho, it has become necessary that I issue this directive to all Avocats appearing in the case for compliance 
henceforth.  
 
1. Apart from Avocats Raphael, Falola and Salami, all other Avocats in this case must communicate to me their employer 

and inform their employer to call me for confirmation within Six (6) hours otherwise I will terminate the appearance 
of any lawyer not engaged or confirmed by me directly. 

2. That you stop all communications with other persons immediately but to refer all enquiries to me henceforth; 
3. You are to send your report to me daily and not to any other person or organization henceforth. 
4. You must stop and desist from addressing the press or give them any report from now on but to refer them to me. 
5. For our strategic reasons, you must not grant interview to the BBC or any television or other newspaper or media 

organization again.   
6. For legal strategy reasons, you must inform and agree or clear with me before you file any further application or take 

any further legal step in this matter and if any approval is given by me, copy of such application must be sent to me.   
7. You are to report any legal step already taken or application already filed to me for strategic review immediately to 

enable me determine whether to continue or to discontinue such step. Copy of such application must be sent to me. 
 
Be informed that while we appreciate your professional input to the case at hand, we want you and all Advocats to face 
your professional works only under my coordination and observe all professional ethics henceforth. Any Advocat not 
prepared to comply should inform me immediately for appropriate decision. 
 
This directive is to all lawyers appearing in the case. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Yours faithfully,  

   
AVOCAT OLASUPO OJO ESQ. (Whatsapp +234 803 304 6175) 
Coordinator of Legal Affairs 
For Yoruba Self Determination Movement Wordwide  
 
Copy to Avocats Raphael, Falola, Salami and to all Yoruba Organisations.    


